
Bathroom

	Nonslip rubber mats or self-stick strips are on the shower or tub floor.

	Sturdy grab bars are installed inside the tub and next to the toilet. 

	Toilet seat is at least 24 inches high.

	Bathroom floor has a nonslip finish or secured rugs.

	Liquid soap is used instead of bar soap.

	Long-handled brush is handy for cleaning hard-to-reach places. 

	Bath or shower chair is available, as well as a hand-held shower nozzle. 

Bedroom

	Nightlights illuminate the bedroom and hallways.

	The path between the bed and bathroom is lit with a nightlight.

	The lamp, telephone, and a flashlight are within easy reach of the bed.

Kitchen

	Frequently used items are placed within easy reach. 

	Tools made for extending reach are handy. 

	Step stool has a bar to make it more secure.     

	Floor is slip-resistant, or nonslip rugs or mats are used—especially in front of the sink  

 and stove where spills can occur.

Lighting

	Home is brightly lit to avoid tripping over objects.  

	Nightlights that click on in low-light conditions are placed in dark areas and hallways.

	Light bulbs are 60 watts or higher.

	Lampshades and frosted bulbs are used to reduce glare.  

	Any burned-out light bulbs have been replaced.

	Glow-in-the-dark or illuminated light switches are used in darker areas.

If you’ve fallen, or have had any problems with your balance, be 

sure to talk with your doctor. Falls are the most common cause 

of injury-related deaths for people over the age of 65, and can 

be caused by medications and various health conditions. They 

can also be caused by hazards in your home. To reduce the 

chance of falling, use this checklist to ensure your home is safe.   

Checklist for your next doctor visit 
Doctor’s name     

Appointment date/time

Location

Reason for visit

What I need to do—or bring with me—to prepare for the visit

Topics I need to discuss with my doctor

	 Appetite or nutritional needs

	 Balance problems, falls, or dizziness

	 Chronic condition management 

	 Confusion or memory issues

	 Diarrhea or constipation

	 Feelings of sadness, anxiety, or anger

	 Lack of energy or motivation

	 Medications and supplements

	Pain, strength, range of motion, or endurance

	 Physical activity

	 Recovery from recent surgery

	 Sleep problems

	 Urine leakage or other bladder issues

	 Vaccinations or screenings
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Steps and stairs

	Sturdy handrails are installed on both sides of the stairwell.

	Stairs are free of clutter. 

	Steps are secure; any loose or uneven steps have been fixed.  

	Carpet is firmly attached to each step.

	Wooden stairs have a nonslip finish or rubber treads.

	Stairs are well-lit, with overhead lights and switches at the top and bottom. 

	Reflecting tape is placed at the edge of the top and bottom stairs.

	Doorsills are painted a bright color to prevent tripping.

Floors

	Furniture is arranged for easy movement throughout the house.

	Coffee tables and plant stands are not placed in high-traffic areas.

	Floor is clear of newspapers, pet toys or bowls, shoes, or other clutter.

	Cords and wires are bundled and safely tucked away.

	Only low-pile carpets are used.

	Throw rugs have nonskid backing and edges are secured. (Better yet, there are no throw rugs.)

	

Outdoor walkways

	Entrance is brightly lit, with lights set to go on automatically. 

	Sidewalks are free of debris such as leaves, ice, or snow. You may want to consider  

 carrying a broom or salt in your car for walkways away from home.  

	Wood steps have a nonslip finish.

	There are no loose or uneven steps.

	Pathway to the house is free of clutter or uneven surfaces.

	Low mats are available for people to wipe their feet.

Supportive shoes

	Shoes fit well and are sturdy, with nonskid soles, closed toes, and no heels.  

	Soles worn smooth have been replaced. 

	Slippers fit snugly, and are not loose and sloppy.

	All shoes have laces or fabric fasteners, and are not slip-ons. 

	Nightgowns and bathrobes don’t drag on the floor, and are hemmed  

 so they can’t catch on slippers or shoes. 
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Changes since my last appointment

New or recurring symptoms 

Questions about test results, or past or upcoming treatments

Questions about medications, supplements, or side effects

Additional concerns I’d like to discuss today

"


